Imagine…
Imagine… working in the Risk & Finance IT department and contributing to smoothly
running reporting processes in one of the largest risk data warehouses of Rabobank!
Huge amounts of data are flowing in and out of this data warehouse, hereby providing
data to numerous regulatory and management reporting processes of Rabobank. As
Rabobank we need to stay in control of these processes and complexity. As an intern,
you can make a difference for Rabobank by designing and developing a solution that
gives insight in the health of the operational processes in the and outside of the system.
All this is done in close cooperation with team members and the architect.
Your contribution will help the team to make the transition to proactive operations!
With each other
Collaboration is at the heart of everything we do. Our Operations team brings talented
people together to make sure the system runs smoothly and the team stays in control of
the processes.
With you as an Intern, the team consists of 10 team members with a very international
background in different roles.
With you
Customer focus, targeting, independency and are clearly essential for the role of intern.
In addition, it's important that you recognise yourself in the list below:







Strong IT Skills (Visual Studio, GIT, VSTS, ASP.net, C#, SQL Server 2016/2017)
About to conclude your IT study
Available from Augustus/September 2018
A good verbal and written command of the Dutch and English languages
Team player with knowledge of an agile way of working
Knowledge of the ISO 25010 standard

Growing a better world together
You'll already be aware that Rabobank is a financial services provider for 7.1 million
customers in 40 countries. But did you know that we aim to contribute to real change
with our 'Growing a better world together' mission? We do so in countless ways, such
as:



We want to share our knowledge about sustainable financial solutions. For
example, we offer a discount to corporate clients with a sustainable hallmark.
As part of a project with Humanitas, we are helping people who are experiencing
financial difficulties to get their household finances in order.

Interested?
Do you want to become the ideal version of yourself? We would love to help you achieve
this by focusing firmly on your growth, development, and investing in an environment
where you keep learning every day. We give you the space to innovate and initiate. In
this way, we offer you numerous opportunities to grow and help you exceed your
expectations, to do the right thing exceptionally well, and to therefore grow as a
professional. In addition, with us (on the basis of a 36 or 40 hours working week), you
can also expect:




A compensation for internships, based on your level of education
Personal coaching
A challenging and professional learning environment

Let's meet.
Are you the person we're looking for? Are you ready to join Rabobank as an intern and
to make a difference to yourself, our customers and to society? We look forward to
receiving your application for this vacancy in Utrecht.
Good to know:






Applications are open until November 2018.
If you have any questions about the specific details of this position or the
application procedure, please contact Magalie Carlucci via
magalie.carlucci@rabobank.nl
If you have any questions about the specific details of this position, please
contact Erik Ruiter, Delivery Manager WRR Risk Data
on Erik.Ruiter@rabobank.com
The application process includes screening. Based on the screening procedures in
place at Rabobank, we assess whether new staff are reliable enough to work at
Rabobank.
Everyone is different, and it is exactly those differences that help us become an
even better bank. That's why we want to know who you really are.

